Expand Human and Worker Rights by Abolishing Corporate Constitutional Rights

The wealthy elite have used the corporate form for more than a century to amass power and profits. Activist Supreme Courts granted the corporation never-intended inalienable constitutional rights, which have been used to diminish the ability of We the People to govern ourselves and to promote justice in all its forms.

- Corporate constitutional rights have resulted in the overturning of hundreds of local, state and federal laws protecting workers, consumers, family farms, small businesses and communities that threatened corporate power and profits.
- Corporate constitutional rights have blocked unannounced inspections on corporate property by health, worker safety and environmental protection agencies.
- Corporate constitutional rights have prohibited workers from receiving health care because of the claimed violation of the corporation’s “religious rights.”
- Corporate constitutional rights have permitted billions of dollars in political campaign contributions (more like investments) that have “legalized political bribery” and drowned out the voices and interests of unions and workers.

Move to Amend (movetoamend.org) seeks to revoke the illegitimate authority of corporate rule. We’re working to pass a 28th Constitutional Amendment (We the People Amendment, H.J.R. 48) to (1) end corporate constitutional rights, and (2) make clear that money is not speech. To achieve this goal we must organize a national non-partisan, racially diverse, inter-generational, informed and resolute democracy movement.

Abolishing corporate constitutional rights will allow corporations to be held democratically accountable and will allow unions to be in a better position to help their members – since people power will become more potent than money power and corporate power.

Get involved. Sign this petition: movetoamend.org/motion
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